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Pilot Test 2020

Grade 11 Mathematics I Time 01 hour

on
Answer the paper itself 

"n

sessed as Rs.60,000 ; pu'd Rs.J00 asJhe

annual rate of assessment tax (as a percentage)

Find the ','alus of

0.3010, in index form

I

If the uniform speed of the vehicle is 90kmh- 1, find the distance travelled in meters in a minute. . 
I

I

assessm ent q uarter,

Write

In the given square based pyramid,length of 'a'side of the

each,shorv that the perpendicular height of the pyramid is

tlre circle in the '0 centered circle .Find the

base is 12cm" other edges are 1Ocm

Zfr cm

A,B,C,D points

Values of X

are on

and Y

0;.

Write the equation of the straight line which passes through the point (0,5)and it's parallel to the

graph y = 2x-5

Factorize 16 - 4xz

\, A\_.

leZ

t!. crn
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Simplify 1_
3x

-r
I

I

I
x

IN thc ABC A AB = BC _ LACM ANd AC = BCM,

According to given data,find the perimeter of c E F a

B

I

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

nt;at-ltl ati.^ -. 
r l.ut f *a th. ."nual siinple 

It2,

Sol ve xz 6x + 9 = 0

A man bomowed
rate of interest.

Rs.6g00 arrd got released by payrng

li/hi----4_-+#
i13.i ft a,n,r-n

I

I

--l
I

i 
^-' 

i { ls\ . In rhe a centered r:ircle. .4 ,B:,c, D are on the circumtbrence of the circle AB is

the value of x and Yproduced to E.lf CBE = 70 o find

tl* fii'rrffi,tl,.r -boLlt 15 't'd-"t' 
'i- 

-

tr

-.---+-
i'{ -T Beilor,v given Pie cl"rart

! particiPated for 3 games'

shcws
Cricket .Vollet,bali and Elle. Hr-ru' rrlAn\ sttidents participate tot' the gerne

i

Fi-dG ueif* nf n. i
I

I
15.

cricket?

Tr-6,fl,n*9, f a g*ometric Progressioll'

i6. ABCD wh[[;rur***;i;- *rr*r. -ciorcling to below statenlents
is a Parallelogram.

AO=
Area
0D=
AC=

OD

AODA
OB

BD

= Area D}C L

Voilybal
t 500

Cricket

D

I

)

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

I

I

i

I
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I

I

I

I
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m. Find the L,C.M of xz v? and x?y

In the diagram .4 B / IDC . F ind the values ofx and v

A and

Find the

B are two

value of P (B)

According to the length of the triangle AB C
i" Find the length BC side
ii. Ftnd the value 0f Q

events if D/ r\ 1'7ri,rrt - - , P{A n B)\'/25
531 and

25

-!
E qnd D ere the mi"d

If BC + ED =
points of AB and AC respectrvely.
1.5cm, Firzd" the length of BC

?,2.

i) f ind the vaiue of x and y.

According to the given diagram , find n(AnBr)

P(A u B)'= s-

25
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The diagram shows a

the water level is 8.*2
cross section of a pipe. If the maximum
,find the radius of the pipe (AB-24cm)

25. A and B are two fixed points. Point X, is situated as

explain it using a rough diagram.

Parl_.8

Piyal gives '/z fhis monthly* salarl tu-r his daughter. t/z af'the

part his wifb, tf the wifb receives Rs.45000,,

B AX = eB X . I)raw the locus of x and

remainder to his son ,l 12 of the remaining

amount to the daughter. (2 marks)

1.

Find the remaining part as a fraction aftsr giving an

ii. Which affrount is given to the son as a fiaction'/

111 . FinC the total salary of Piyal.

iv. Which amount is remained fiom Pi1,'al's monthly'salar,v at the end?

(2 marks)

12 marks)

12 marks)

height

2. The diagram shows a rectangular metal sheet. There" AB:16cm and BC=8cm.

+.6crn

C

I
A

Find the area

fr-- t e- rn 

-+of ABCD rectangular sheet, (2 marks)

of
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ii. If P and Q sector parts are removed from the rectangular sheet,
i.Find the perimeter of remaining metal part.

Find the area of that remaining metal part.

(3 marks)

ii. ( 3 marks)

iii. Instead of the sector P, a right angled triangular part equal to the area of sector P is removed.
'fhere, one side of the right angled triangular sheet is taken as the diameter of the sector P
along AD and other side is taken along AB. Draw the relevant right angular triangular sheet
part in the above diagram with correct measurernents. (2 marks)

3. 6 men take 12 days to build a wall around the school premises

(2 rnarks)

(2 rnarks)

ii. Because the wall should be built soon, after 8 days another four men were joined to the job.
Then how many days before the task gets completed. (3 marks)

(b) A man invested Rs.60,000 when the market price of a share is Rs.30,for buying shares.

i. Find the number of shares he bought? (2 marks)

ii. If that company paid Rs.10,000 as the dividends income" f rnd the amual dividends income of a
share. (3 marks)

(a)

i" Eind the nurnber cf men-days for completing the above task.

Below table shows the information about travelled vehicle in a route with in an hour.
Duration (minutes) No. of vehicles Cumulative frequency
0- 10 2 2

10-20 5 7

20-30 I 15

25
40-50 9 . . ,(B). .

50-60 6 40
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(i) Fi

in the given space.

taken to trAvel . half- ol ,l* total number

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

of vehicles.(2 marks)

ho

to 1"o 30 44 5o 6o 1a
Drar.v the curnulative frequency curve

iii. Using that curv*, nnd the tirne

iv. It says that the number
statement true or false'?

of iravelled vehicle s with in
Give reasons.

last 20 rninutes exceeds 3 5%. Is that
(3 marks)

5. In an office, there are two male clerks and three

oifice taking half days. Compiete the below' grid

Second pe rson's le ave

Using the above grid,

i. Find the probability tirat both of theni

iernale clerks. On Wednesdays two of thern left the

considering the above incident.

male clerk (Il)
Female clerk (C)

left from thc otllce were ma

person's teave

c lerks. marks)

the values ofA and

35

16
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Find the probabilitY that a female clerk was left first and a male clerk was left second.

(b)

In a packet f rzegetable seeds, It

of getting crcps (Podding) from
says that the probability of germinating seeds is 5/6. The probability'

that plant is 3/5.

The below tree diagram shows the information about now a seed is germinated' Complete

Germinating

1i"

Not germinating

Extend the tree diagram fbr showing the occasion that getting crops

the probability of not getting crops though a seed is germinated'

i 1 marks)

from the first Plant. Find

(4 marks)

\

I

I
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\
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Taxtla Central College - Horana

Filot Test x 2020

Grade 11 Mathematics- II 3 Hours

Answer the questions selecting five questions from part A and five questions from part B.

* Mention the cofrect steps and include the units.

A Each question carries 10 marks.

{. The volume of a right circularcylinderof base radius r and height h is n r2h.
* The volume of d sphere of radius r is 413 nr3 .

1) A television set worth Rs.150000

balance systern.(hire purchase)

remaining arnount to be paid

installment is Rs.6000.

I . Find the balance

ll. Find the total interest

tll. Find the number of nronth units.

lV, Find the interest per month unit.

V. Find the annual rate of interest.

2) An incomplete table of values prepared to sketch the

below.

Part A

is purchased under calculating the interest on reducing

payrng Rs.30000 as the down payment and the

within 24 monthly installments. The value of an

graPh of Y -x'+ 4x'1. is given

T*-tll 4 i il*-- -+- -*---+*" -- l--_- -*"1

'i:::'l? lrl-L:9 j

L Find the value of y, when x = 2

ll. Draw the above graph taking 10 small divisions along x - axis and y - axis to be

unit as scale.

b. By considering the graph,

.t.

ll.

ilr.

lv.

Write the range of x , when y > -1
Write the co-ordinates of the turning point

lf the above function can be expressed in the form of y
values of k and h.

r
Find V3 [positive value]

=k

X
4

-I C 1 2

v -6 -1 2

(x + ll)'find the

6o
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r

The length of a side of a square is 4cm. The area of the square is equalto the area of the

rectangle. The breadth of the rectangle is 4cm less than the length of the rectangle.

lf the breadth of the rectangle is x, find its length.

Show"that the area of the rectangle satisfies x2 + 4x-1"6 = 0

Using completing square or any other method, solve x2 + 4x-16 = 0' Find the

length of the rectangle correct to 1't decimal place. (Take rE - 2.23)

0a. (a) A person spends Rs.7800 to buy 1kg of beans to the price of Rs.80, and 1kg of carrots

to the pri'ce of Rs, 60. After he gets a profit of Rs. 5600 by selling 1kg of beans to the price of

Rs.140 and 1"kg of carrots to the price of Rs.L00. Taking the number of bought beans

kilograms as x and the number of bought carrot kilograms as y, construct a pair of

simultaneous equation's to represent the above information, Find the values of x and y'

(b) When the market value is changed the vender spends Rs, 12000 to buy 60 kilograms of

beans to the price of Rs. 85 each and P kilograms of carrots to the price of Rs. 70 each, Find

the maximum number of kilograms of carrots can be bought? (P is a positive integer)

05. A solid metal cylinder which its radius of the base is (a) units and the height is 2a units,

and a solid metal cone which its radius of the base is (a) units and the height is (a) units, are

made of same material, After melting above solid metal cylinder and the cone,16 metal

hemispheres f radius x/2 each are made without any wastage. Show that x =W /q a.

When a= 3.5cm , find the value of x correct to 2 decimal places using logarithms.

06. ln the route of Horana-Colombo, the part of the road from Pokunuwita to Gonapala is

rapidly reconstructed in these days. For this major task,40 tractors are used daily for

transporting concrete stones, Below frequency distribution shows the information about

the above task conducted by "Mega" company.

tu rns )

Frequency (No,of

tracto rs )

i. Express the number of tractors, transported less than 9 turns as a percentage of total

number of tractors.

ii. Find the mean number of transporting turns.

iii. Find the mean transporting turns of concrete stones by a tractor

l.

il.

ilr.
i

I

I
I

i

I

I

I

I

i

i

I
I

I

I
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I

I

I
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I

i

I

I

i

I

I

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

t

I

ISL

cl*'--l_,"--]-a:a.*-lg:i1--li2r14W
lntervals(transportingl I I i I I i

a day.

2

I 1,3 5
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t-
iv. When transporting concrete stones 4 cubes of concrete stones can be stored in a tractor.
One cube of concrete stones costs Rs.6500/=. ly.ru company expects that" it exceeds the
amount of Rs. 340000 for transporting concrete stones by a tractor in a day." ls that
statement true or false? Give reasons.

PART B

07 , a,ln a working place,32 workers were present there in the L't day, 30 workers were
present there in the second day and 28 workers were present there in the third day.The

decline of the number of workers was continued further due to covid-L9.

l. Find the number of workers were there in the 4th day and the 5th day respectively.

li. Show "the number of works" represents an arithmetic progression and find the common
difference of that progression

iii. "There will be a day that none of the workers attending to the working place"Find which
day is that considering from the first day.

(b)As a prevention for covid -19, a herbaltraditional method was introduced. ln tlre first day
L0 patients, second day 30 patients and third day 90 patients bought that herbal medicine
respectively.

lf the above herbal treatment was continueci further find the number of patients attended
to buy the medicine in the 50th week.

iii."lf at least 32800 patients are expected for buying the above herbal treatment" find the
time taken to fulfill the above target.

08. Taking a straight edge of cm/mm and a pair of compasses, do the construction showing
the construction lines clearly,

L Construct the triangle ABC such that AB=6cm , BC=Scm & ABC= 600.

ii. Construct the locus of point equidistant to the points B and C.

iii. Construct the "O" centered circle, which touches AB side at B and the center is on the
locus of 2nd part"

iv, Mark point D, on the
situated to the same

v. Name an angle equal

{

0e)

circumference of the ttCt' centered circle, which the point D is

side of center "O", from the side BC. Join BD and CD

to BDC.
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ln the centered circle ADC = x

l, a) Write ABC, AOC , AQC using x.

b) Show that A,O,Q and C Points

j.0) tn the below diagram, ABCD is a trapezium, which AB/lDC and AB= 2DC. The midpoint

of BD is O. The extended Co line meets AB at E.

A

above diagram to yorjr answer script and include data.

, AB/ ICD and AD and BC lines intersect at Q..

(give reasons)

are concyclic.

Prove that DOC EOB

Show that BCDE is a parallelogram

Draw a parallel line to AB through "O". That par'allel line meets CB side at F.

.Prove that OF=1/4 AB.

Copy the

l,

ll.

lll.

11) On a horizontal ground, a person at point A, observes the top of a building which is in

front of him with an angle f elevation of 35o. Next the person walks 25m towards the

building to point B. Now he observes the top of the building with an angle of elevation 600

from B. Taking a suitable diagram, find the height of the building correct to the nearest

meter using trigonornetric ratios.

12) Below given the information about 100 students in grade 1.1.

"1" 55 students like volley ball

{. 25 students like Elle.

* 30 students don't like both volley ball and Elle.

lnclude above data in the below given venn diagram.

i.Find the number of students who like both volley ball and Elle.

ii. Find the number of gtudents who don't like to play Elle, but like to play volley ball.

b) 40 boys out of above 1.00 students, play volley ball ,6 of those boys play Elle'

i. Copy the above venn diagram again to the answer script and include the subset of boys in

the venn diagram.

ii. Write the number of elements relevant io each area

iii. Find the number of girls who play volleyball'

Etle

of the venn diagram"

volleSb"[

\
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